
 CORE

COMPETENCY

Core compentence: our characters

Animated characters are our passion and the cornerstone of our company. They are what puts us in a league with the best and 

brightest in our field. After 19 years of experience in the business, our imagination and creativity know no boundaries. 

And in our creative process, we still like to dream up the most incredible, most sublime, most outrageous ideas. 

It’s how we can come up with the kinds of characters no one in the world has ever seen before. 

“With your level of quality, you don’t have to shy away from Hollywood.”
-Roland Emmerich about FIFTYEIGHT, 2011
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You need a CG character?

More and more corporations and agencies are using animated characters as role models and to add an emotional dimension to their 

products and services. And there’s a good reason for this: 

The increasing popularity of computer and video games (more than 25 million people over the age of 14 are gamers in Germany alo-

ne) and computer-animated blockbuster movies are increasingly blurring the lines between virtuality and reality. The growing accep-

tance of, and identification with, computer-generated characters reaches across all age groups and social strata.

3D-CHARACTERS?



CG CHARACTERS?
- By adding strong emotional appeal and differentiation to messages.

- By becoming recognizable and captivating attention.

- By drawing viewers in and eliminating boundaries.

- By providing opportunities for identification.

- By being memorable and creating associative thought patterns.

- By having a high entertainment and infotainment value.

- By turning brand icons into real sympathy driver

How do our virtual characters dazzle audiences?
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TEAM
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The four managing directors and our core team at FIFTYEIGHT have been working together since the company’s founding 

on all aspects of client projects, from production to character animation. Additionally, FIFTYEIGHT can draw on an extensive 

network of international specialists who can join projects as needed. Depending on the scale and requirements of a project, we 

can supplement all         necessary manpower from within our circle of trusted, expe-

rienced associates.

Company management

Timm Osterhold: Director, Head of Animation & Character Animation

Max Zimmermann: Head of Character Design, 3D Design & Conceptualization

Siham Morick: Executive Producer, Head of Sourcing & Communication

Marc Eckart: Commercial and Strategic Lead, Head of FIFTYEIGHT PRODUCTS

  CLIENTS
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  CLIENTS

Lufthansa

Henkel
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What makes FIFTYEIGHT stand out?

(Aside from winning over 40 international awards):

- Our core competency: We have been in this segment longer than most of our competitors. Even before the first animated block-
buster, Toy Story, hit cinemas, FIFTYEIGHT had been offering computer-generated animation services.

- Outstanding creative potential paired with highly experienced production background in our niche market. 

 - Corporate experience and well-familiar with “politics.” Yet we can be “independent” and “Art House,” whenever a project allows 
for it. 

- Our mission statement: 3D-character animation is still the highest art in our business, and we have attained mastery in it.

- Broad skill set from ideation to development of ideas into final implementation, including storyboard creation, directing services, 
production and post-production all the way into merchandising.

And to really put it in a nutshell: 

Our talent for combining the latest technology with emotional messaging.

USP
ABOUT

 



ABOUT
 

FIFTYEIGHT is an award-winning, creatively focused studio for 3D character design and computer-generated animation (CG). 

With headquarters in Frankfurt, FIFTYEIGHT has been providing a comprehensive service offering to clients in the inter-

national advertising industry for more thand 19 years. The list of FIFTYEIGHT customers includes international advertising 

agencies and global corporations. The FIFTYEIGHT team consists of artists and specialists from a variety of backgrounds, all 

providing their individual expertise as well as a wealth of experience in the development of computer-generated characters and 

CG brand icons. FIFTYEIGHT offers clients the full scope of CG production services, paired with efficient, state-of-the-art cor-

porate communication capabilities.

Our mission at FIFTYEIGHT is to develop powerful ideas and ensure their successful implementation at

every step of the way. We always strive to meet our clients’ requirements and expectations while 

staying focused on the specific parameters of each individual project. 

Through it all, our unique style of using the latest CG technology to convey highly emotional 

messages remains a cornerstone of our comprehensive service offering.
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Character design and animation

Development of characters and brand mascots

Creating from scratch or artistically expanding brand icons

Facelifting existing brand mascots and icons

Translating existing 2D-characters into CG-animations

Producing classic commercials, viral videos, web animations, print visuals 
and interactive projects that require full understanding of a brand’s universe 
as well as state-of-the-art implementation with the right dose of emotional 
messaging.
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What we do
REFERENCES
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FIFTYEIGHT Quality!

We’ve built a solid track record of successfully marketed ideas. With 19 years of experience in our core business, we can count on valuable 
expertise built during large-scale projects for corporate clients.

    Mr Clean: 
    2001 FIFTYEIGHT developed the CG-character for client P&G, which advanced to become lead character for their global campaign. 

    2001-2012 Production partner for all Western European and North American TV-productions (over 250 TV-commercials to date).

    Pépito: 
    2002 FIFTYEIGHT developed the CG-character for client LU Danone (France and Benelux countries).

    2002-2011 Production partner for all TV-productions (30 TV-commercials to date). Over 30% sales increase after introducing the 

    3D-character to French audiences.  
    
    Mr. Pritt:
    Re-design of 3D-character for client Henkel and development of pitch video clip for global campaign. Both concepts came out on top 

    in several rounds of pitches and market research panels. Since 2013, the new Mr. Pritt is used internationally on all products and 

    POS-materials. 
    
    Tassen: 
    Created by FIFTYEIGHT as a digital holiday greeting, the first short movie about two quarrelsome bowls went viral within a minimal  

    amount if time. Sequels on the official TASSEN YouTube Channel now have logged over 24 million views – and counting. The characters  

    from the videos are successfully marketed as real-life products, entirely manufactured in Germany (sold by FIFTYEIGHT PRODUCTS).

REFERENCES



Lectures „3 dimensional emotionality“  in advertising agencies
(e.g. for creatives, producers and art-buyers)

Consulting on team building and creative leadership 
(e.g. assembly and coaching of a creative team on-site at Telekom offices)

Lectures for specialized media sponsored by industry clients 
(e.g. lecture tour “Emotionality in animation” across Germany for Nintendo)

Teaching engagements at colleges and universities 
(e.g. lectures on character animation at German Filmschool, Berlin)

Panel lectures at postproduction conventions & festivals.

 CREATIVE

CONSULTING

Dropping knowledge
CONCLUSION
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Generally speaking, the application of traditional keyframe animation techniques – also the norm at leading animation studios such as 

Disney, Pixar and Dreamworks – is a must-have in our everyday work as animators.

This gives us access to controlled exaggeration by ways of Squash-and-Stretch technology, which creates the sympathetic and 

emotional impression left by a computer-generated character in the minds of viewers.  

Through it all, our underlying philosophy remains unchanged: A design or an animation can only be as good as the person behind the 

computer creating it. To us, a successful character animation always draws on the interplay of skilled character development and the 

acting talent of the 3D-artist playing the character. And much like actors in real life, the artist needs to have the rare ability to empha-

size with the character – and make the audience feel something.

Everything else is just a matter of (highly complex) technology.

CONCLUSION

Siham Morick Timm Osterhold Marc Eckart Max Zimmermann
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or in real-time at phone +49 69 48 000 55 0


